Abstract. Let d be a prehomogeneous dimension vector for a finite tame quiver Q. We show that the common zeros of all non-constant semi-invariants for the variety of representations of Q with dimension vector N · d, under the product of the general linear groups at all vertices, is a complete intersection for N ≥ 3.
Let T 1 , . . . , T r be pairwise non-isomorphic indecomposable representations of Q such that Ext 1 Q (T i , T j ) = 0 for any i, j ≤ r. In [8] we showed that there is a positive integer N such that Z Q,d is a complete intersection and irreducible for
. . , r. Now our goal is to prove that N is quite small in case Q is tame; i.e., every connected component ∆ of Q is either a Dynkin quiver or an extended Dynkin quiver. Our methods are completely different.
Assume that Q is tame, and set
Ch. Riedtmann and G. Zwara CMH where ∆ ranges over the connected components of Q and where
and |∆| denotes the underlying non-oriented graph of the quiver ∆. Note that 
Note that the case of a Dynkin quiver of type A n has been treated by Chang and Weyman in [5] .
In case k is the field C of complex numbers, the fact that Z Q,d is a complete intersection implies that rep(Q, d) is cofree as a representation of the subgroup [8] . 
is sincere, i.e., T (l) = 0 for any l ∈ Q 0 . As the full subquiver K of Q which supports T is still tame with N (K) ≤ N (Q), this is no restriction. The assumption excludes oriented cycles as subquivers of Q. Indeed, a sincere representation of an oriented cycle cannot have an open orbit.
The Euler form of Q is the Z-bilinear form on Z Q0 defined by
where
associated with the Euler form is the Tits form of Q. It is positive semi-definite as Q is tame and positive definite if Q does not contain extended Dynkin diagrams. We follow Schofield [12] in order to describe the semi-invariants of rep(Q, d): For a representation U of Q, the right perpendicular category U ⊥ is the full subcategory of rep(Q) whose objects are
Dually, ⊥ U has as objects
where τ is the Auslander-Reiten translation for all nonprojective indecomposable direct summands of U and τ (P l ) = I l , where P l and I l are the projective and injective indecomposable representations associated to the vertex l ∈ Q 0 , respectively. If 1 [U, U ] = 0, the category U ⊥ is equivalent to the category of representations of a quiver with n − σ(U ) vertices.
Thus
is a representation of Q as in the statement of the theorem. If S is one of them, the set
is a component of codimension 1 of the complement Non-isomorphic simple objects lead to distinct components, and all components of codimension 1 are obtained in this way. Thus Z Q,d is the zero set of n − r (algebraically independent) polynomials. From now on, we will denote the underlying reduced variety of Z Q,d by the same symbol. This will cause no confusion since we are only interested in the irreducibility and the dimension of Z Q,d . We have the following descriptions:
The material presented here can be found in [12] ; compare also [8] . In order to obtain part (i) of our theorem it suffices to prove codim
Fix a sink z ∈ Q 0 ; i.e., a vertex z which is the head of some arrows α j : y j → z, j = 1, . . . , s, but the tail of none. The vertices y 1 , . . . , y s need not be distinct. Let E be the simple projective supported at z. By Q we denote the full subquiver of Q with Q 0 = Q 0 \ {z} and by d the restriction of d to Q 0 . Note that the orbit of the restriction
As E is the simple projective supported at z, we have
which we identify with rep(Q). There is a short exact sequence
Considering the long exact sequence of Hom's and Ext 1 's from it, we find that
We decompose Z Q,d as a disjoint union
We will estimate the codimensions of
will denote a sincere representation of a tame quiver Q, and we set λ = min λ i ≥ 1 and dim T = d.
The variety
Z Q,d Proposition 3.1. A representation X in Z Q,d belongs to Z Q,d if and only if (i) the restriction X to Q lies in Z Q,d and (ii) rank(X(α 1 ) · · · X(α s )) < d z .
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In particular,
Proof. The second condition just says that E is a direct summand of X, or equivalently that 
Corollary 3.2. Suppose that λ ≥ N (Q) and that E is not a direct summand of T .
(i) We have
In order to prove this result, we need some information about the number σ(T ) of pairwise non-isomorphic indecomposables occurring as direct summands of T . We start by estimating σ(U ) for an indecomposable representation U :
Lemma 3.3. For an indecomposable representation U = E of Q, we have
σ(U ) ≤ 1 + N (Q) · s j=1 dim U (y j ) − dim U (z) .
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Proof.
As U is indecomposable, we may assume Q to be connected. We use the following abbreviations:
Note that u ≥ 0 since U is indecomposable and U = E. If u = 0, U = U is indecomposable and σ(U ) = 1. In case u = 0, the map
is an isomorphism, and again U is indecomposable. Thus we may suppose u > 0 and u > 0.
Recall that the value of the Tits form q(dim U ) equals 0 or 1, as Q is tame. We compute:
As q is positive definite or positive semi-definite in case Q is a Dynkin quiver or an extended Dynkin quiver, respectively, we obtain: u j = u + u ≤ 1 + 3u if Q is an extended Dynkin quiver, 1 + 2u if Q is a Dynkin quiver, which proves the lemma except in case |Q| = A n or |Q| = A n−1 . If |Q| = A n , we have u ≤ 1 and hence σ(U ) ≤ 1 + u . In case |Q| = A n−1 , the number of indecomposable (possible isomorphic) direct summands in a decomposition of U is at most 1 + u . This can be seen by inspecting the list of indecomposable representations of Q. Such representations are string or band representations, and they are described by words (non-oriented paths) in Q (see [4] for details).
Proof of Corollary 3.2. We set
t i = s j=1 dim T i (y j ) − dim T i (z), i = 1, . . . , r and t = r i=1 t i .
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Note that, by definition,
Our lemma implies:
Combining this with Proposition 3.1 we find that 
Reflection functors
We define two new quivers Q and Q : Q is obtained from Q by adding a vertex z and arrows β j : z → y j , j = 1, . . . , s. Deleting z and α 1 , . . . , α s in Q yields Q . Note that Q is tame as well. We denote by E the simple injective representation of Q supported at z .
We consider the reflection functor
and that
is the inclusion of (FX)(z ) into s j=1 X(y j ) followed by the projection to X(y l ) (see [1] , [6] ). The functor F restricts to an equivalence
Ch. Riedtmann and G. Zwara CMH from the full subcategory (rep(Q)) of rep(Q) whose objects do not contain E as a direct summand, or equivalently have no non-trivial morphisms to E, to the full subcategory (rep(Q )) of rep(Q ) whose objects do not contain E as a direct summand.
Suppose that E is neither a direct summand of T nor an element of T ⊥ . This implies that [T, E] = 0 and 1 [T, E] > 0 and thus the vector d ∈ Z Q 0 , where Q 0 denotes the set of vertices of Q , defined by
has positive entries. Indeed, we have
Note that in fact we have
We let d be the dimension vector for Q which coincides with d on Q 0 and with
As E is not a direct summand of T , the latter belongs to (rep Q) . Therefore FT lies in (rep Q ) , and we have dim
λi with T i indecomposable, pairwise non-isomorphic and
as E does not belong to T ⊥ , and (T )
⊥ is equivalent to F(T ⊥ ), the category of representations of a quiver with n − r vertices. Hence Z Q ,d is given by n − r equations as well. We
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We use the following détour (compare [7] and Section 4.2 in [3] ): The set 
Proof of Theorem 1.1
We proceed by induction on the number n of vertices of Q. We may assume the theorem to be true for Z Q,d . First we treat the cases that (i) E is a direct summand of T and (ii) E belongs to T ⊥ .
In both cases, we have that E is a direct summand of X for all X ∈ Z Q,d ; i.e.,
. Indeed, in case (i) this follows from the fact that Hom Q (E, T ) = 0, which is a closed condition. In case (ii), E is a simple object in T ⊥ . As any direct summand T i E of T belongs to ⊥ E, we have
By Lemma 3.3, T i is indecomposable, and therefore
The induction hypothesis together with Corollary 3.2 implies the first part of our theorem. We conclude from Proposition 3.1 that In case either T contains a preprojective direct summand or T ⊥ a preprojective representation, we may apply a series of reflection functors until we reach the situation that a simple projective either is a direct summand of T or else belongs to T ⊥ , and we can reduce by (i) or (ii). This finishes the proof in case Q is of finite representation type as any indecomposable representation is preprojective.
If Q is not representation finite, we are left with the situation that no preprojective representation is a direct summand of T nor an element of T ⊥ . Dually, we may assume T does not contain a preinjective direct summand either. Indeed, suppose a simple injective representation E is a direct summand of T or belongs to ⊥ T , a situation we will reach after a series of (inverse) reflection functors. Then apply the dual of the first or the second reduction step above; recall that Z Q,d has a dual description as
The following lemma finishes the proof of Theorem 1.1. It is easy to check that these simple objects are regular representations of Q.
